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The coordinated formation and release of focal adhesions is necessary for cell
attachment and migration. According to current models, these processes are
caused by temporal variations in protein composition. Protein incorporation into
focal adhesions is believed to be controlled by phosphorylation. Here, we tested
the exchange dynamics of GFP-vinculin as marker protein of focal adhesions
using the method of Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching. The relevance
of the phosphorylation state of the protein, the age of focal adhesions and the act-
ing force were investigated. For stable focal adhesions of stationary keratinocytes,
we determined an exchangeable vinculin fraction of 52% and a recovery halftime
of 57 s. Nascent focal adhesions of moving cells contained a fraction of exchang-
ing vinculin of 70% with a recovery halftime of 36 s. Upon maturation, mean sat-
uration values and recovery halftimes decreased to levels of 49% and 42 s, respec-
tively. Additionally, the fraction of stably incorporated vinculin increased with
cell forces and decreased with vinculin phosphorylation within these sites. Experi-
ments on a nonphosphorylatable vinculin mutant construct at phosphorylation site
tyr1065 confirmed the direct interplay between phosphorylation and exchange
dynamics of adhesion proteins during adhesion site maturation. Cell Motil.
Cytoskeleton 66: 350–364, 2009. ' 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Cell adhesion and migration are two vital processes
that are fully dependent on a controlled adhesion mecha-
nism. Migrating cells feature structural polarity with
obvious differences between front and rear and pro-
nounced adhesion dynamics with coordinated formation
and release of focal adhesion sites (FAs). New adhesion
sites mechanically couple the actin network to extracel-
lular matrix proteins at the cell front. Simultaneously,
adhesion sites located at the rear of moving cells are dis-
solved while myosin-driven contraction of actin moves
the cell body forward [Lauffenburger and Horwitz,
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1996]. This mechanism implies several regulatory events
which result in an adhesion site maturation process
[Rottner et al., 1999].

Adhesion sites are complex, dynamic structures
composed of more than 50 different proteins [Zamir and
Geiger, 2001; Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007a]. In locomoting
cells, new adhesions known as focal complexes (FXs)
develop near the leading edge by clustering of integrins
at distinct spots. These integrins are bound to extracellu-
lar matrix molecules including fibronectin, laminin or
collagen [Zaidel-Bar et al., 2003]. Within the cell, integ-
rins are indirectly coupled to actin filaments through
adaptor proteins like vinculin or talin [Petit and Thiery,
2000]. While many FXs disappear during incomplete ad-
hesion of lamellipodia, some of them grow and develop
into nascent FAs. This process goes along with the incor-
poration of adaptor proteins like zyxin or a-actinin and
regulatory kinases like focal adhesion kinase (FAK). As
the cell moves forward, FAs remain relatively stable
with respect to the substrate and develop over time into
mature FAs. Thus, during maturation FAs come closer to
the trailing edge of the cell, where they finally dissolve
[Webb et al., 2002; Zaidel-Bar et al., 2004]. In nonmi-
grating cells, the assembly and disassembly of new FAs
is strongly reduced, resulting in a much longer lifetime
of FAs. Here, FAs can even develop further to fibrillar
adhesions which are highly elongated, stable structures.
This process goes along with changes in protein compo-
sition; the reduced protein level of vinculin is an exam-
ple for that [Zamir et al., 1999]. An additional process
involved in FA maturation is protein modification. This
takes place mainly at the level of protein phosphoryla-
tion. Kinases like FAK or cellular sarcoma kinase, c-src
are well characterized tyrosine kinases which phospho-
rylate several proteins specific to FAs such as vinculin or
paxillin [Thomas et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2004]. For
vinculin, these phosphorylation events are believed to be
stabilizing an open conformation. Moreover, this open
conformation possibly exhibits enhanced binding affin-
ities to other molecules of young FA and could contrib-
ute to high tyrosine phosphorylation levels in young FAs
[Zhang et al., 2004]. The phosphorylation levels
decrease again upon FA aging [Zamir et al., 1999;
Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007b]. Vinculin is structurally made
up of a globular head linked to the tail domain by a pro-
line-rich region. Interaction sites for numerous binding
partners on vinculin have been mapped. In the closed or
inactive state of vinculin, all binding as well as phospho-
rylation sites seem to be masked by the intramolecular
interaction between the head and tail domain [Zhang
et al., 2004; Ziegler et al., 2006]. Upon activation, the
head and tail domain disengage thus exposing ligand-
binding sites. However, the mechanism for vinculin acti-
vation remains unclear. It was demonstrated by FRET

experiments that talin together with actin has the ability
to displace the head from the tail [Chen et al., 2005].
Similar abilities have been reported for phospholipids
such as PIP2 [Johnson and Craig, 1995; Gilmore and
Burridge 1996]. Furthermore, vinculin phosphorylation
at Y100 and Y1065 [Zhang et al., 2004] as well as Y822
[Subauste et al., 2004] have been shown to play an im-
portant role in vinculin activation, stabilization and
ligand binding.

Functionally, FAs are strongly connected with cel-
lular force transduction. For adherent cells, force trans-
mission occurs exclusively at adhesion sites [Balaban
et al., 2001; Beningo et al., 2001]. Moreover, inhibition
of force generation results in loss of adhesion sites and
apoptosis [Volberg et al., 1994; Chrzanowska-Wodnicka
and Burridge, 1996; Grinnell et al., 1999; Wang et al.,
2000]. Traction force measurements of migrating fibro-
blasts and fish keratocytes revealed force concentration
at the tail end [Galbraith and Sheetz 1997; Oliver et al.,
1999]. These data led to suggestions of a mainly tensile
stress-dependent detachment of FAs at the rear end [Gal-
braith and Sheetz 1997; Kirfel et al., 2004]. Furthermore,
rear adhesion sites are typically larger [Anderson and
Cross, 2000]. Also for sessile cells, a correlation between
force magnitude and size of adhesions has been found
[Balaban et al., 2001; Bershadsky et al., 2003]. Several
adhesion models take this correlation into consideration
[Geiger and Bershadsky, 2002; Vogel and Sheetz, 2006].
Moreover, FA size adaptations have been found upon
applying cellular adhesion strength or external force
fields [Riveline et al., 2001]. Interestingly, these adapta-
tions are only detectable for very young FAs while older
FAs do barely respond to size changes of internal or
external signals [Galbraith et al., 2002]. The reason for
this loss of responsiveness is unsolved but might be
related to changes in protein composition or phosphoryl-
ation upon FA maturation.

Most FA molecules are soluble proteins which are
incorporated into FAs by specific binding. These mole-
cules undergo a permanent exchange process between
bound and unbound states. Most likely, they exhibit sev-
eral bound states differing in number and/or strength of
specific bonds to other parts of FAs. Changes in size of
young FAs can occur only when the average exchange
rates of FA molecules are altered. Recent studies have
analyzed exchange dynamics of several FA proteins
such as paxillin or vinculin in stationary cells by FRAP
(Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching) [Lele
et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2006; Lele et al., 2008]. Using
this technique, the very slowly exchanging molecular
states give rise to a ‘‘not exchanging fraction’’ while the
exchange rate of the other molecules is characterized by
the half-time of recovery. The aforementioned FRAP
analyses revealed surprisingly high exchanging fractions
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for both proteins of �50% and recovery halftimes in the
range of 15–80 s. Furthermore, identical analyses on
cells with blocked tyrosine dephosphorylation by
mutated SH2-containing protein tyrosine phosphatase 2
(Shp2) indicate a correlation between phosphorylation
and exchange dynamics with strongly increased recovery
rates for both proteins. Enhanced rates can be rescued to
wild-type levels by inhibition of FAK [von Wichert
et al., 2003].

In order to characterize the connection between
force, phosphorylation, FA maturation state and protein
exchange dynamics, we performed FRAP analyses on
motile and sessile keratinocytes transfected with GFP-
vinculin. We found that the degree of vinculin exchange
is strongly increased in nascent FAs of motile cells and
decreases during the lifetime of FAs. The lowest
exchanging fraction of vinculin and the slowest recovery
were found in FAs of sessile cells. Moreover, we deter-
mined vinculin phosphorylation levels at tyrosine 1065.
In all analyses, vinculin exchange dynamics in FAs was
correlated with vinculin phosphorylation levels. Mutat-
ing tyr1065 to phenylalanine (Y1065F) abolished phos-
phorylation at that site and equalized exchange dynamics
of nascent and mature FAs in direction of reduced
dynamics. In addition, traction force measurements
revealed a strong correlation between low tyrosine phos-
phorylation levels, reduced protein exchange dynamics
and enhanced force application.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture

Normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK)
from neonatal foreskin were purchased from Lonza
(Verviers, Belgium). Subcultures were grown at 378C
and 5% CO2 in complete keratinocyte basal medium
(KGM, Lonza). Cells were harvested for subculturing or
subsequent experiments using 0.025% Trypsin and
0.01% EDTA in Hank’s buffered salt solution (HBSS,
Lonza). They were used for not more than four passages.
For all experiments, 30,000–50,000 cells were plated ei-
ther on self made glass bottom petri dishes (thickness of
glass bottom: 170 lm) or on PDMS elastomer coated
cover slips (see below). For immunofluorescence assays,
glass cover slips were placed in 12-well-dishes. All glass
surfaces were coated with 2.5 lg/cm2 human plasma fi-
bronectin (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) for 30 min at
RT before use. PDMS substrates were coated with 5 lg/
cm2 human plasma fibronectin for 2 h at 378C. Homoge-
neity of coating of PDMS substrates was analyzed using
rhodamine-labeled fibronectin (Cytoskeleton, Denver,
CO) at identical concentrations and coating conditions as
given above. In some experiments, keratinocytes were

treated with 50 nM human epidermal growth factor
(EGF, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) which was added 1 h
before analysis to induce cell migration. For experiments
with stationary cells, cultures were grown until they
reached �75% confluency while migrating cells were
observed at lower densities of not more than 20% conflu-
ency. Here, only solitary cells, exhibiting a polarized
morphology with a lamella extended in the direction of
migration, were selected for measurements.

Plasmid Constructs and Transfection

In order to inhibit vinculin phosphorylation at tyro-
sine (Y) 1065, a PCR site-directed mutagenesis was per-
formed exchanging nucleotides TAC encoding tyrosine
1065 against TTC encoding phenylalanine (F). EGFP-
vinculin Y1065F open reading frame was ligated into
plasmid pcDNA3.1/Hygro (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many) resulting in plasmid EGFP-vinculinY1065F.
Transient transfections of keratinocytes with EGFP-vin-
culin (provided by B. Geiger, Weizmann Institute of Sci-
ence, Rehovot, Israel) and EGFP-vinculinY1065F were
performed with Transit Keratinocyte reagent (Mirus,
Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Preparation and Characterization of
Elastomeric Substrates

Elastomeric substrates were made of polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning GmbH,
Wiesbaden, Germany). Substrates were made and char-
acterized as described earlier [Cesa et al., 2007]. Briefly,
Sylgard was mixed in a 55 to 1 (base to cross-linker, by
weight) ratio and 80 lm thick substrates were created
using spacers of defined thickness for sandwich forma-
tion. After curing over night at 608C, cross-linked
PDMS substrates exhibited a Young’s modulus of
11 kPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5. The used PDMS-
oils were all from the same batch. Calibration experi-
ments were performed using cross-linked PDMS rods.
Rods were stretched and released in repetitive and
defined steps. Applied forces as well as the diameter of
each rod were permanently measured [Cesa et al., 2007]
and allowed the accurate determination of Young’s mod-
ulus and Poisson ratio. Substrate parameters were deter-
mined several times from independent cross-linking
reactions and no changes could be observed. This argues
for a high reproducibility of used PDMS substrates. For
preparation of elastic substrates with fluorescent beads
on their surface, 0.2 lm Crimson-FluoSpheres (Invi-
trogen) (5%) were homogenized in still fluid PDMS
[Merkel et al., 2007]. Bead-labeled PDMS was coated
over a silicon dioxide surface silanized with trichloro
(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sigma). Surfaces
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were either flat or microstructured (2-lm dots arranged
in a square lattice of 3.5 lm lattice constant). The layer
thickness was reduced to less than 0.5 lm by vigorously
wiping with optical paper. Subsequently, the bead la-
beled PDMS layer was overlaid with unlabeled PDMS to
a final thickness of 100 lm and cross-linked as described
above.

Microscopic Techniques

For cell force analyses, living cells were analyzed
using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 inverted microscope (Cell
Observer, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Ger-
many). Live cell imaging was performed by phase con-
trast as well as by fluorescence microscopy with filter
sets appropriate for GFP visualization using a 403, 1.3
NA, PlanNeofluar oil objective (Carl Zeiss). Image ac-
quisition was performed using a CCD camera (Axiocam
MRM, Carl Zeiss). Time-lapse movies for mean sub-
strate deformation measurements were recorded under
live cell conditions using either a confocal microscope
(LSM510Meta; Zeiss) or the Cell Observer HS live cell
imaging system (Carl Zeiss) with an EM CCD camera
(model C9100-02, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu,
Japan). Images were taken with a 403, 1.3 NA, Plan-
Neofluar PH3 oil objective (Carl Zeiss). To study cells
and fluorescent beads simultaneously, samples were
imaged in two channels by alternating phase contrast and
fluorescence microscopy for 58 to 120 min at a frame
rate of 20 s per channel.

FRAP experiments were performed on the
LSM510Meta confocal microscope with a 633, 1.4 NA,
PlanApochromat oil objective (Carl Zeiss). All micro-
scopes used for live cell analysis were equipped with
incubators to maintain cells at 378C and 5% CO2.

Immunofluorescence images of fixed cells were
performed using the confocal microscope. For immuno-
fluorescence analyses, the 488 nm line of an argon-ion
laser and the 543 nm helium-neon laser were used to-
gether with appropriate filter sets for simultaneous detec-
tion of green (Cy2) and red (Cy3) fluorescent light.

Image analyses were performed with MATLAB
(The Mathworks, version 7.6, Natick, MA). Automated
detection of focal adhesions by the ‘‘water’’ algorithm
and determination of intensity ratio (phospho-vinculin
divided by total vinculin), FA area and center of mass
localization were performed as described by [Zamir
et al., 1999] using the following parameter values: filter
box size, 15 3 15 lm2; minimum patch area (Ap

min), 0.5
lm2; critical patch size for merging (Am

min), 0.56 lm2.
The leading edge was marked manually to calculate its
distance from FAs. This quantity was defined as the
shortest distance between the leading edge and the FA
center of mass.

Immunofluorescence and Western Blot Analysis

Cells were cultured as described above and fixed
with 3.7% formaldehyde (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany)
in cytoskeleton buffer, (CB: 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, 5 mM EGTA, 5 mM glucose, 10 mM 2-(N-mor-
pholino)ethanesulfonic acid, pH 6.1) at 378C for 20 min
[Small, 1981]. For labeling against vinculin and actin,
fixed cells were washed in CB, permeabilized with 0.2%
Triton-X100, Sigma in CB for 10 min, rinsed with CB,
and treated with blocking solution (5% skim milk pow-
der 1 0.2% Tween20 (Sigma) in CB) for 60 min. Sam-
ples were incubated with primary antibodies solubilized
in blocking solution (1:100 dilution) for 45 min at 378C.
After washing three times with blocking solution for
5 min each, cells were incubated with 1:100 dilutions of
secondary antibodies and for actin staining with 1:100
dilutions of Alexa Fluor488-Phalloidin (Molecular
Probes, Eugene OR) in blocking solution for 45 min at
378C. After washing with blocking solution, samples
were rinsed with water and mounted on glass slides in
Gel Mount (Biomeda, Foster City, CA) with addition of
0.1% (w/v) 1,4-Diazabicyclooctane (Sigma). Simultane-
ous labeling of total vinculin and phosphorylated vincu-
lin was performed as described above except that PBS
buffer was used instead of CB. Additionally, blocking
was performed with 10% goat serum (Sigma) in PBS.
For comparison, all vinculin double staining experiments
were performed at the same time. Microscopic analyses
of all samples were done with identical image parame-
ters. Primary antibodies used were against vinculin
(monoclonal, clone HVIN-1, Sigma) and against phos-
pho-vinculin (tyr1065, polyclonal, Chemicon, Hofheim,
Germany). Cy2 goat anti rabbit and Cy3 goat anti mouse
were used as secondary antibodies (Jackson Immuno
Research, Suffolk, UK).

In order to determine expression levels of used
GFP-vinculin constructs, Western blot analyses were
performed. Cells were cultured in 6 cm cell culture
dishes (Nunc) for 2 days at a density of 50–70% conflu-
ency and subsequently transfected with GFP-vinculin
and GFP-vinculinY1065F, respectively. After additional
48 h the transfection efficiency was determined. Cells
were then washed with cold PBS, and lyzed in 250 ll of
lysis-buffer (10 mM Tris, 158 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA,
0,1% SDS, 1% sodiumdeoxycholat, 1% Triton X-100,
1% protease inhibitor for mammalian cells, Sigma, 1%
phosphatase inhibitor for mammalian cells, Sigma) per
culture dish. After 30 min of incubation at 48C lyzed
cells were harvested and centrifuged at 13,200 3 g for
15 min at 48C. 20 lg of protein crude extracts were sepa-
rated on a 6% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and subsequently
analyzed by Western blotting. As control protein, crude
extracts of untransfected keratinocytes as well as of a
mouse embryonic fibroblast vinculin2/2 knock out cell
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line were loaded. Protein contents were equalized using
tubulin (b-tubulin, clone TUB 2.1, Sigma) as constitu-
tively expressed standard. Subsequently, protein levels
for vinculin (HVIN-1, Sigma) were determined. Second-
ary antibodies (Sigma) were coupled to alkaline phos-
phatase. Immune complexes were visualized with a
BCIP/NBT-Blue Liquid Substrate System (Sigma).
Quantification of Western blots was performed with the
ImageJ software using the gel analyzing function of the
program.

Data Evaluation

As shown in the results section, FRAP measure-
ments on focal adhesions capture two species of vinculin
molecules, namely the freely diffusing cytosolic fraction
and the fraction residing at binding sites within FAs. The
underlying theoretical considerations and mathematical
equations for determining both fractions as well as for
calculating recovery halftimes (t1/2) and mean saturation
values are given in the Supporting Information section.

Significance tests were performed as described by
[Kesel et al., 1999]. In brief, all data were tested for nor-
mal distribution by the Kolmogoroff-Smirnow and the
David test. Homogeneity of variances was tested by the
F-test. Since all data were normally distributed but some-
times heterogeneous in variance, the Weir test (P 5

0.05) was chosen to detect significant differences
between individual normal distributions of small size.

FRAP-Analyses

GFP-labeled proteins were bleached using the 488
nm argon laser line of the confocal microscope
(LSM510Meta, Carl Zeiss) at full intensity. During
image acquisition, laser power was reduced to 0.1–
0.25% to minimize undesired photobleaching. For inter-
nal control, FAs were always bleached simultaneously
with cytoplasmic areas of identical size. Typical data are
shown in Fig. 2. As described in the result section, fluo-
rescence recovery in FAs consisted of an initial rapid re-
covery phase dominated by cytoplasmic diffusion and a
second much slower recovery phase caused by binding
kinetics. Both phases were analyzed separately.

For the analysis of the fast first phase, data were
collected at a rate of 11 frames per second. To eliminate
the background from the raw intensity I(t), an offset Ioi
was defined as the intensity at the first time point after
bleaching (t5 0 s). The curves were normalized and cor-
rected for background due to the following equation:
IniðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ�Ioi

Isi�Ioi
, where Ini is the normalized intensity and

Isi the intensity at the end of the initial recovery phase at
t 5 16 s. Note, that the curves of the initial fast recovery
phase were not corrected for photobleaching since the
time period of examination was not more than 25 s.

To analyze the second, slower recovery phase, data
were collected at a rate of one frame per 2 s. The curves
were corrected for photobleaching as well as cytoplas-
mic background as follows: Since the cytoplasmic back-
ground of migrating cells sometimes changed with time,
an offset Ioff(t) was subtracted from each raw recovery
curve to eliminate background fluorescence emitted by
GFP-tagged proteins in the cytoplasm and incomplete
bleaching. The offset was calculated as follows:

Ioff(t) 5 Iad(tk) 2 (Icp(tk) 2 Icp(t)), with Iad denot-
ing the fluorescence intensity of the bleach field at the
FA and Icp denoting the fluorescence intensity of the
bleach field at the cytoplasm. The time point tk was man-
ually selected, where a kink in the recovery curve was
visible (Fig. 2). Subtraction of Ioff set the intensity of the
recovery curve at tk to zero and thus eliminated the first
recovery phase from the data. This allowed treating the
resulting curves beyond tk as exclusively protein
exchange driven recoveries (see also results section).
Background elimination, correction for unintended pho-
tobleaching and normalization to the prebleach intensity
was performed due to the following equation:

InðtÞ ¼
IadðtÞ � Ioff ðtÞ
Iref ðtÞ � Ioff ðtÞð ÞI0

;

where In(t) is the normalized and corrected intensity and
Iref(t) is the mean intensity of focal adhesions that were
not bleached. Ioff(t) and Iad(t) were defined above and the
prebleach intensity I0 was determined according to
I0 ¼

� IadðtÞ�Ioff ðtÞ
Iref ðtÞ�Ioff ðtÞ

�
; where the angle brackets signify the

average of the last 10 data points before bleaching.
The saturation value Isat was calculated as the

mean intensity of all points between 290 and 300 s after
photobleaching. As diffusion in the cytoplasm was
removed from the processed data, recovery could be
described by a single kinetic model according to Eq. 3
(see Supporting Information). The solution (Eq. 5, see
Supporting Information) was fitted to

InðtÞ
Isat

using the
MATLAB function fminsearch (The Mathworks) to
calculate the recovery halftime, t1/2.

Traction Measurements and Force Calculation

Keratinocytes were grown on elastic PDMS sub-
strates with embedded microbeads for one day and were
induced for migration as described above. Time-lapse
movies were recorded and image analysis was performed
using MATLAB (The Mathworks) as software. Manual
tracking of cell positions over time was performed with
ImageJ (Wayne Rasband, U. S. National Institutes of
Health) using the point tool.

Bead displacements were extracted automatically
from the fluorescence micrograph time series. In the first
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image, bead positions were determined by cross-correla-
tion with a randomly chosen bead as template. In all later
images, cross-correlation analyses for each detected
bead were performed using the first image of the respec-
tive bead as template. Sample drift correction and cor-
rection for erroneously assigned beads were performed
as previously described [Merkel et al., 2007]. This proce-
dure yielded bead positions to an accuracy of �10 nm.
Bead displacements were calculated by subtracting bead
positions of each frame from bead positions of a refer-
ence image without substrate deformation. The duration
of time series was chosen long enough that either the first
or the last image of a time series showed the cell well
outside the analyzed area. The respective image was
used as reference.

Mean substrate deformations over 30 min were
quantified by transferring bead displacements of each
frame to a cell-fixed coordinate system with its origin in
the nucleus center and the y-axis pointing in the direction
of migration. As the cell was constantly moving, the cell
coordinate system had to be shifted and rotated for every
frame (see Supporting Information, Fig. S1). The posi-
tion of the nucleus center was determined by calculating
the mean of four edge coordinates of the nucleus man-
ually tracked over time. The cell orientation was deter-
mined from the bright halo present in phase contrast mi-
croscopy at the cell’s rear end. The orientation was cal-
culated for every time step with two manually defined
points on the halo. To obtain a smooth motion of the cell
coordinate system, all manually tracked coordinates
were averaged over 30 time steps. Automatically
detected bead positions were not averaged over time. To
calculate mean bead displacements over time, rotated
images were subdivided in squares with an edge length
of 3.6 lm. The bead displacement for each square was
calculated by the mean of the displacement vectors from
the beads located in the corresponding square at every
time step.

For cell force analyses, substrate deformations of
GFP-vinculin transfected migrating keratinocytes were
quantified by bead displacements as described above
whereas only single images were analyzed. Images were
taken from time lapse acquisitions of two different cells.
Minimum time interval between two images was 20 min.
In total, 8 images were analyzed. To obtain a reference
image without substrate deformation, cells were
detached from the substrate by trypsination and a subse-
quent incubation in 20 mM NH4OH to remove residual
proteins. FAs were marked manually as the origin of
force application. Forces were calculated as point forces
for every FA as described before [Cesa et al., 2007].
Overall contraction forces of a cell were quantified as
generalized first moment as defined in reference [Cesa
et al., 2007]. To distinguish between nascent and mature

FAs, a 14 lm wide region was defined for every ana-
lyzed image at the rear of the cell. FAs inside this region
were referred to as matured FAs, all others as nascent
FAs.

For FA size determination images of GFP trans-
fected cells grown on PDMS were automatically seg-
mented as described by microscopic techniques. For
comparison, FAs of GFP-vinculin transfected cells
grown on glass were analyzed identically. In total, 498
FAs on PDMS (eight independent images) and 2749 FAs
on glass (25 independent images) were analyzed.

RESULTS

Cytoplasmic Diffusion Dominates Exchange
Dynamic Analyses on Short Time Scales

Little is known about protein exchange dynamic
processes during focal adhesion maturation. Since vincu-
lin is one of the central proteins in the adhesion complex
affected by several regulatory pathways on the level of
activation, incorporation and phosphorylation [Bakolitsa
et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2005], we used vinculin as
model protein. In a first approach, vinculin exchange dy-
namics was analyzed in FAs of sessile keratinocytes.
Sessile keratinocytes were typically unpolarized and
adhered to neighboring cells (Figs. 1A and 1B). Their
FAs displayed a roundish shape, were uniformly distrib-
uted over the entire cell and connected to actin stress
fibers. FAs of sessile cells were stable in location and

Fig. 1. Sessile keratinocytes. Keratinocytes were grown for 5 days.

As a result, cells formed cell–cell contacts (A) and showed unpolar-

ized, sessile behavior. Immunofluorescence staining against vinculin

(red) and actin (green) (B) revealed roundish FAs coupled to actin

stress fibers. Scale bar 5 20 lm.
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intensity for hours. Despite the existence of lamellipodial
dynamics, the formation of new adhesion structures was
rarely detected (data not shown) indicating that all adhe-
sions were mature and highly uniform.

To visualize protein exchange dynamics, sessile

keratinocytes were transfected with GFP-vinculin. In flu-

orescence microscopy, FAs appeared as distinct bright

spots indicating high concentration of bound vinculin,

whereas a considerable fraction of vinculin remained

present in the cytoplasm appearing as diffuse back-

ground within the cell (Fig. 2A). The rate and amount of

vinculin exchange in FAs were measured using FRAP.

Here, GFP-vinculin was photobleached at FAs and the

mean fluorescence intensity Iad at the bleached spot was

recorded over time (Figs. 2A and 2B). We observed a

fluorescence recovery in the bleach field due to replace-

ment of bleached by unbleached proteins. The mean in-

tensity Iref of a reference adhesion outside the bleach

field was recorded to determine unwanted bleaching due

to image acquisition (Figs. 2A and 2B). The resulting re-

covery curves showed saturation values much lower than

the initial (i.e. prebleach) intensity for the bleached areas

Iad. As the intensity Iref at the reference adhesion site

remained relatively stable over time, the decrease in in-

tensity of Iad was only partially due to unintended photo-

bleaching during image acquisition (Fig. 2B). Instead,

the data indicated a distinct pool of stably incorporated

vinculin into FAs. A possible reason for partial recovery

could have been the destruction of stably bound vinculin

or other FA proteins presenting vinculin binding sites

due to the high laser beam intensity during photobleach-

ing. This was excluded by repeating the FRAP experi-

ments at the same adhesion site which resulted in nearly

identical recovery curves (Fig. S2).
Analyzing Iad in more detail, a biphasic recovery

was found (Fig. 2B). Similar vinculin recoveries had
been observed previously [Lele et al., 2006; Humphries
et al., 2007] and were interpreted as two independent
binding/unbinding processes. As in our cells, freely dif-
fusing vinculin caused a significant background, biphasic
recovery could also be due to superposition of a slow
exchange process and a fast diffusion of vinculin above
the FA. This was experimentally verified by analyzing
the fast recovery at FAs with regards to the size of the
bleached area as described in the Supporting Informa-
tion. Since these experiments revealed the cytoplasmic
diffusion to be �10 times faster than the slow binding
process in FAs, we eliminated diffusion from all subse-
quent data by cutting the recovery curves at the visible
kink (Fig. 2B, time tk).

Based on the separation of cytoplasmic diffusion
from vinculin exchange kinetics in FAs, recovery curves
for stationary cells reached a mean saturation value of

52% (SE 5 2%, n 5 14 FAs from 10 cells, blue curve,
SE: r=

ffiffiffi
n

p
) with respect to the initial intensity (Fig. 3B

and 3C). We were able to fit a single exponential model
to our data describing a simple binding/unbinding pro-
cess. The mean recovery halftime t1/2 obtained by the fit
was 57 s (SE5 5 s).

Vinculin Exchange Dynamics Attenuates in FAs
During Maturation

FAs of migrating cells undergo a maturation pro-
cess starting with their formation at the cell front and
ending with their disassembly at the rear of the cell
[Webb et al., 2002; Zaidel-Bar et al., 2004]. Since all
present exchange analyses for FA proteins were per-
formed on static cells at a distinct morphological state,
we investigated whether such exchange dynamics could
be regulated upon FA maturation. FRAP experiments
were performed on nascent FAs at the front as well as on
mature FAs at the rear of moving keratinocytes. Nascent
FAs were located in the lamellipodium just behind the
leading edge and were elongated in shape. They were
connected to the loose lamellipodial actin meshwork
consisting of small bundles mostly oriented parallel to
the leading edge (Fig. 3A, inset). With an age of 6 to 15
minutes at first bleaching, all analyzed nascent FAs were
relatively young but fully developed and stable in shape
and fluorescence intensity. Mature FAs were located at
the rear of cells and offered a roundish shape. Similar to
FAs in stationary cells, they were predominantly associ-

Fig. 2. Typical FRAP data. Sessile keratinocytes were transfected

with GFP-vinculin and subsequently analyzed by FRAP. (A) Two

bleach fields, one at a focal adhesion (ad) and one at a cytoplasmic

site (cp) are given before (224 s) directly after (0 s) and at three sub-

sequent time points. A reference adhesion site (ref) was selected but

not bleached to determine unintended photobleaching due to image

acquisition. Radii of bleach fields were 1 lm. Scale bar 5 5 lm. (B)

Mean fluorescence intensities I of the bleach fields presented in A (Iad:
adhesion, black line; Icp: cytoplasm, gray line) and the reference adhe-

sion site (Iref, circles) are given in arbitrary units (a.u.). Iad shows a

biphasic recovery with a visible kink at tk 5 3.5 s. Data were collected

at a rate of one frame per second.
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ated with stress fibers (Fig. 3A, arrowheads). All exam-
ined matured FAs had an overall age of �30 min and
dissolved within 6 to 13 min after photobleaching in the
course of rear release during migration. All experiments
where FA disassembly occurred earlier, were rejected,
since a stable plateau of the recovery curve was essential
to determine a reliable saturation value.

In nascent FAs the mean recovery curves reached
70% (SE5 4%, n 5 14 FAs from 9 cells) of its initial in-
tensity. The recovery of mature adhesions in migrating
cells was significantly lower, demonstrating a smaller
fraction of constantly exchanging vinculin. It saturated at
49% (SE 5 5%, n 5 11 FAs from 11 cells), which was
similar to the recovery of FAs in stationary cells. The
mean recovery halftime in nascent FAs was 36 s (SE5 5 s)
while in mature FAs the exchange rate was not signifi-
cantly different (42 s, SE 5 6 s) (Figs. 3B and 3C). In all
cases vinculin exchange rates were significantly faster in
motile than in sessile cells. These results demonstrate a
decreasing exchange of vinculin in FAs over time reach-
ing a maximum stabilization within FAs of sessile cells
exhibiting the most persistent adhesion sites.

FAs With Stably Incorporated Vinculin Transmit
Higher Traction Forces Than Nascent FAs

Vinculin is essential for mechano-coupling of FAs
[Mierke et al., 2008]. Therefore, the results described
above let us search for a connection between vinculin
exchange and mechano-coupling of nascent and mature
FAs. For this reason, we measured tractions of cells
migrating on flexible silicone substrates coated with fi-
bronectin by analyzing substrate deformation. The defor-
mation was quantified by the displacement of fluorescent
beads embedded in a top layer of the substrate. Repeti-
tive microscopic analyses of PDMS substrates incubated
with fluorescently labeled fibronectin proved to be a ho-
mogeneous substrate coating. Furthermore, substrate
rigidity did not affect mean migration velocity of the

Fig. 3. Vinculin exchange dependence on the maturation state of

FAs. (A) Fluorescent staining of a migrating keratinocyte for actin

(green) and vinculin (red). Nascent adhesions develop in the lamella

behind the leading edge and exhibit an elongated shape (inset,

arrows). The lamella contains a loose actin meshwork consisting of

small bundles that are mostly oriented parallel to the leading edge and

perpendicular to focal adhesions (inset). Mature focal adhesions are

mainly located at the back and are typically bigger than nascent adhe-

sions (arrowheads). They are predominantly connected to strong actin

bundles and dissolve in the course of rear release during the migration

process. Scale bar 5 10 lm. (B) Mean fluorescence recovery of

EGFP-vinculin in front (f) and rear (r) FAs of migrating cells and FAs

of sessile cells (s) was analyzed. Additionally, mean fluorescence re-

covery of EGFP-vinculin Y1065F was measured in frontal FAs of

migrating cells (f Y1065F). A single exponential model was fitted to

the data (see Materials and Methods and Supporting Information)

describing a simple binding/unbinding kinetics. (C) Mean saturation

values and recovery halftimes of all experimental curves that con-

tributed to mean recovery curves depicted in B (n 5 14 for f and s,

n 5 11 for r, n 5 13 for f Y1065F). Asterisks designate a statistically

significant difference from frontal (red) or rear (green) adhesions. The

saturation value is significantly lower in mature FAs (r, s) compared

to nascent FAs (f). For EGFP-vinculin Y1065F, the saturation value

of nascent adhesions is diminished.
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cells with �1 lm/min for PDMS as well as glass sub-
strates (data not shown). Moreover, mean size of FAs in
GFP-vinculin transfected cells on the two different sub-
strates was nearly the same (glass: 1.03 lm2, SE 5 0.03
lm2, n 5 2749; PDMS: 1.21 lm2, SE 5 0.05 lm2,
n 5 498). Thus, migration and adhesion of keratinocytes
was not affected by substrate rigidity.

In a first approach, the mean deformation was
recorded for defined substrate areas over which the cell
moved (Fig. 4A, Video 1). Substrate deformation
increased while the cell crawled over it and decreased af-
ter the end of the cell had passed this area. The maxi-
mum substrate deformation was reached when the area
of analysis was occupied by the rear end of the cell (Fig.
4B). Spatial distribution analysis of tractions at one time

point revealed most prominent deformations at the left
and right of the rear cell end. Substrate deformations
were directed inwards and perpendicular to the direction
of migration (Fig. 4C). This result was confirmed by
quantifying average bead displacements and cell shape
over a time period of 30 min (Fig. 4D, Video 2). Dis-
placements were concentrated at the rearmost corners of
the cell, where mature adhesions with enhanced levels of
stably incorporated vinculin are located (Fig. 3A; arrow-
heads). Mean displacements in the region of nascent
adhesions in the lamellipodium were relatively weak and
directed backwards.

In order to determine forces from substrate defor-
mation patterns, keratinocytes were transfected with
GFP-vinculin to visualize FAs and motility was induced.

Fig. 4. Substrate bead displacement during migration. (A) Phase-

contrast image sequence of a keratinocyte migrating over a PDMS-

substrate. Due to reduced contrast, cell shape is indicated by a white

line. The colored dots mark fluorescent beads embedded in the sub-

strate localized to high accuracy with fluorescence microscopy. The

blue, red and green labeled beads are located in three different regions

of interest (white dashed borders) used for bead displacement analysis.

Scale bar 5 20 lm. (B) Mean bead displacement for the three regions

of interest shown in A is given over time. (C) Phase-contrast image of

the keratinocyte shown in A at 30 min. The cell shape is indicated by

the white line. The nucleus was centered, and the image rotated result-

ing in an upward cell orientation. The arrows indicate the bead dis-

placement magnified by a factor of 150. Scale bar 5 15 lm. (D) Map

of mean bead displacements over 30 min. To fix the cell at the image

center over the whole time series, each frame was shifted and rotated

as shown in C. The mean cell shape (median) during the examined pe-

riod is indicated by the solid white line and its statistical variance

(0.25 and 0.75 quantile) is given by the dashed white lines. The black

arrows show the mean bead displacement magnified by a factor of

200. Displacements are indicated in pseudo-colors. Note for D, that

because of the short time span analyzed, the reference image (last

image of time series) was still partially affected by the cellular defor-

mation field. Mean bead displacements do, therefore, not sum up to

zero. A is available in the Supporting Information as video 1. C is

available as video 2.
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Cell force analyses on single images revealed a strong
force concentration at the rear of the cell in the range of
8.6 nN per focal adhesion (SE 5 0.54 nN, n 5 87 FAs
of eight images from two cells), where mature adhesions
of stably incorporated vinculin were located. Elongated
nascent adhesions applied much weaker forces of 1.7 nN
(SE 5 0.10 nN, n 5 274 FAs of eight images from two
cells) to the substrate (Fig. 5). These experiments reveal
that the major traction forces are transmitted by mature
adhesions during the whole migration process.

Vinculin Tyrosine Phosphorylation Decreases
During FA Maturation

Our results suggest a modulation of force transduc-
tion and adhesion strength by regulated vinculin
exchange dynamics. We, therefore, investigated on what

level vinculin exchange might be controlled. Recent
studies revealed activation of vinculin during FA devel-
opment by a conformational switch into an actin binding
state [Chen et al., 2005]. As for other FA proteins, this
activation is also believed to be regulated or stabilized
by phosphorylation at distinct tyrosine residues [Johnson
and Craig, 1994; Zhang et al., 2004].

To determine the amount of vinculin phosphoryla-
tion, we measured the ratio of total to tyrosine-phospho-
rylated vinculin for individual FAs by quantitative
immunostaining assays. These studies revealed a barely
detectable vinculin phosphorylation level for fully
matured FAs of stationary cells (Fig. 6). A significantly
higher vinculin phosphorylation level was found in
motile keratinocytes. Here, especially nascent FAs at the
lamellipodial front were highly phosphorylated and,

Fig. 5. Force application by motile cells. Keratinocytes were trans-

fected with GFP-vinculin and cultured on micropatterned PDMS sub-

strates. Cells were induced for migration and subsequently analyzed

by video microscopy in phase contrast (A) and fluorescence micros-

copy in order to visualize FAs (green) and bead pattern (red) (B).

Scale bar 5 10 lm. (C) Cell force calculation was performed for each

FA. The eigenvectors of the generalized first moment tensor are indi-

cated by the green arrows. Applied forces for all analyzed nascent

FAs (f, n 5 274 FAs of eight images from 2 cells) and mature FAs (r,

n 5 87 FAs of eight images from 2 cells) are shown with error bars

indicating standard error SE (D). To distinguish between nascent and

mature FAs all adhesion sites in the rear 15 lm of a cell were assumed

to be mature [dashed box in (C)].
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therefore are in good agreement to earlier data [Zamir
et al., 1999]. To separate nascent from mature FAs in
migrating cells, we analyzed their phosphorylation ratio
with respect to their distance from the leading edge (Fig.
6B). This distance was used as a measure for maturation
state of FAs. Within 0 to 5.5 lm distance from the lead-
ing edge, vinculin phosphorylation was significantly
higher compared to stationary cells and decreased uni-
formly towards the rear of the cell. All nascent FAs with
increased vinculin exchange identified by us were
located in the same cell region (1.7 to 5.4 lm from the
leading edge at bleach time). Beyond 5.5 lm distance

from the leading edge, vinculin-phosphorylation
remained stable at a low level and no significant differ-
ence could be detected compared to stationary cells.
These data point to a regulation of vinculin exchange dy-
namics by vinculin phosphorylation.

Vinculin Exchange Dynamics is Directly Coupled
to Phosphorylation at Tyrosine 1065

To identify the responsible regulatory pathway, a
mutated GFP-vinculin Y1065F version was generated to
inhibit tyrosine 1065 phosphorylation by c-src kinase
and to affect vinculin activation [Zhang et al., 2004;
Moese et al., 2007]. Performing FRAP experiments with
GFP-vinculin Y1065F on young FAs revealed mean sat-
uration values of 60% (SE 5 5%, n 5 13 FAs from nine
cells, grey curve in Fig. 3B) and recovery half times of
51 s (SE 5 5 s) (Figs. 3B and 3C). Although experimen-
tal conditions were kept identical to those described
above for nonmutated GFP-vinculin in young FAs,
mutating just a single tyrosine at position 1065 resulted
in a strong reduction of exchange dynamic regulations
during maturation of FAs. Mean saturation values as
well as t1/2 of vinculin Y1065F in nascent FAs were sig-
nificantly lower demonstrating that exchange dynamics
of vinculin is regulated by phosphorylation at the single
tyrosine residue Y1065.

DISCUSSION

Cellular adhesions undergo extensive changes in
protein composition during their life cycle. At the same
time protein modification, especially tyrosine phospho-
rylation, takes place. Exchange of proteins is an impor-
tant step in FA remodeling because any type of regula-
tion or modification must at least partially alter the on/
off rates for FA protein interaction to allow FA dynamics
and remodeling. Dynamic processes have been observed

Fig. 6. Phosphorylation levels of vinculin in FAs (A) Immunostain-

ing of stationary and migrating keratinocytes against vinculin (Vin)

and phosphorylated vinculin (pVin). Images on the right present the

ratio between phosphorylated and total vinculin within FAs in a

pseudo color scale. Note, that the high phosphorylation of nascent

FAs at the leading edge of the migrating cell (arrowheads). Ratios are

given for each pixel separately. Automated identification of FAs was

performed as described earlier (Zamir et al., 1999). Cell shapes are

indicated by solid white lines. The big white arrow shows the direc-

tion of migration. (B) Mean vinculin phosphorylation (pVin/Vin) of

FAs in migrating cells with respect to their distance from the leading

edge (left) and in stationary cells (right). In migrating cells, vinculin

phosphorylation in FAs decreases with increasing distance to the lead-

ing edge. Asterisks indicate significant differences of vinculin phos-

phorylation compared to FAs of stationary cells given on the right.

Error bars indicate standard deviation. n 5 number of analyzed FAs

of 38 migrating and 21 sessile cells.
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on almost any time scale from focal complex formation
upon cell spreading [Zimerman et al., 2004] or FA size
adaptation [Riveline et al., 2001] to external stress appli-
cation and long term FA alterations, e.g. during cell dif-
ferentiation [Hinz and Gabbiani, 2003; Hinz et al.,
2004]. In all of these examples, the described processes
go along with changes in protein composition and/or
modified tyrosine phosphorylation patterns [Bershadsky
et al., 2003]. Postulations of protein activation by tyro-
sine phosphorylation could be proven for several pro-
teins such as vinculin [Goldmann et al., 1998; Zhang
et al., 2004], paxillin [Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007b] or FAK
[Schaller et al., 1994; Calalb et al., 1996; Hamadi et al.,
2005] which provide a rationale for the observed high
levels of phosphotyrosine in nascent FAs. Yet, little was
known on how regulatory events affect exchange
kinetics of FA proteins and recovery halftimes or mean
saturation values in FRAP experiments. Former studies
revealed a connection between tyrosine phosphatase 2
activity and exchange kinetics of FA proteins [von
Wichert et al., 2003]. Due to these findings it was specu-
lated that phosphorylation regulates FA maturation by
altering protein exchange dynamics as a mechanism to
control adhesion strength [Ziegler et al., 2006]. Our
experiments support this theory by proving strongly
regulated protein exchange dynamics during FA matura-
tion and dependencies of exchange dynamics regulations
on protein phosphorylation and adhesion strength.
Beyond these general principles, regulation of vinculin
exchange dynamics could be directly linked to phospho-
rylation at tyrosine 1065. Inhibition of just one single
phosphorylation site resulted for young FAs in a signifi-
cantly reduced exchanging fraction and exchange rate of
vinculin. Since mature FAs are characterized by only a
low vinculin phosphorylation level, phosphorylation at
Y1065 seems to play a major role in regulating vinculin
exchange dynamics and FA maturation. More precisely,
we propose that the growth dynamics of FAs as well as
their ability to transduce mechanical forces are at least
partially controlled by a direct modulation of vinculin
exchange dynamics (Fig 7). According to our model,
enhancing vinculin exchange by phosphorylation leads
to a mechanical destabilization of the whole adhesion
complex and enables the complex to grow as it is partic-
ularly pronounced in nascent adhesions. During matura-
tion, these complexes become stabilized by vinculin
dephosphorylation leading to a mechanically resistant
adhesion with constant shape. Various studies show the
essential role of vinculin for force transduction [Gallant
et al., 2005; Mierke et al., 2008]. Moreover, the claim
that phosphorylation enables individual FAs to adapt in
size is supported by the finding, that mature FAs, which
are normally unphosphorylated, lack the ability to grow
upon external force application [Galbraith et al., 2002].

Thus, our data support the theory that tyrosine phospho-
rylation enhances exchange dynamics in order to form or
adapt FAs within short time scales while tyrosine de-
phosphorylation is a prerequisite for FA maturation and
stable FA over time. Nevertheless, it is very likely, that
phosphorylation at tyrosine 1065 is not the only site to
regulate vinculin dynamics. Although significantly low-
ered, the exchanging fraction of phosphorylation-inhib-
ited vinculin in nascent FAs was still above the value
found in mature FAs.

In the past, FRAP analyses on various stationary
cell types revealed widely scattered halftimes as well as
saturation values. Analyses on 3T3 cells and BALB/c
fibroblasts showed recovery halftimes in the range of
5 min and mean saturation values of 90% for a-actinin
[Edlund et al., 2001]. Other experiments reported recov-
ery halftimes in the range of 45 s in rat embryonic fibro-
blasts and 30 s in glioblastoma cells for the same protein
[Fraley et al., 2005] and values of 14 s and 1 min, respec-
tively, for endothelial cells [Tsuruta et al., 2002; Lele
et al., 2008]. Similar differences in recovery halftimes
were observed for other FA proteins such as b3-integrin
[Tsuruta et al., 2002; Lele et al., 2008], paxillin [von
Wichert et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2006], talin [Gupton
and Waterman-Storer, 2006; Lele et al., 2008] or vincu-
lin [von Wichert et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2006]. These
variations were mainly explained by different protein
binding partners in different cell types [Lele et al.,
2008]. Further to that we want to discuss two additional
possibilities for the differences in protein exchange dy-
namics. The first one relates to very short recovery half-
times, while the second concerns the broad exchange dy-
namics distribution. In very dynamic cell types such as
keratinocytes, recovery curves can be strongly affected
by cytoplasmic diffusion of high levels of expressed
GFP-fusion proteins. This can lead to a pronounced
biphasic recovery curve [Lele et al., 2004]. While in

Fig. 7. Model for vinculin exchange dependent adhesion maturation.

In nascent FAs (right) mainly phosphorylated vinculin is present and

bound with high exchange dynamics within the complex. This

enhanced dynamics allows incorporation of new FA proteins and

therefore size adaptations of nascent FAs but at the same time it

diminishes the ability to transduce strong traction forces. In contrast,

mature FAs (left) are very stable structures able to resist strong trac-

tions. Here, most of the vinculin molecules are dephosphorylated and

firmly embedded in the adhesion complex.
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other publications biphasic recovery curves were due to
two independent binding/unbinding processes [Lele
et al., 2006], in our system vinculin’s first phase recov-
eries were mainly caused by diffusion. The main argu-
ment for this conclusion is the strong dependence of ini-
tial recovery kinetics on bleach field widths shown in
Fig. S3.

While there is a possibility that the diffusion pro-
cess is superimposed by an additional fast vinculin bind-
ing event which might contribute to the initial recovery,
a diffusion constant for cytoplasmic GFP-vinculin of 1.5
lm2/s is reasonable and argues for a dominant contribu-
tion of recovery in the subsecond regime for bleach field
areas as used for FRAP experiments on FAs (in our case
on average 10 lm2). Comparing our GFP-vinculin diffu-
sion constant with diffusion coefficients of other cyto-
plasmic proteins of similar size (e.g. GFP-androgen re-
ceptor) [Farla et al., 2005], vinculin seems to diffuse just
slightly slower. Therefore, our findings illustrate the im-
portance of diffusion for the determination of reliable
protein exchange kinetics and supports the results of ear-
lier theoretical studies [Lele et al., 2004].

The second point to explain current halftime varia-
tions is the direct regulation of recovery halftimes and
saturation values during FA maturation identified here.
Recent findings argue for a putative dependence between
ligand binding or protein phosphorylation and FA pro-
tein recovery. For a-actinin, binding to phosphoinositi-
des enhances protein recovery in stress fibers as well as
FAs [Fraley et al., 2005]. FAK phosphorylation at tyr397
has also been shown to increase recovery halftimes in
FAs [von Wichert et al., 2003]. Since ligand binding,
protein composition and phosphorylation pattern change
with FA maturation, it is very likely that recovery
halftimes of FA proteins are hardly comparable between
distinct cell types. This hypothesis is strengthened by
our FRAP experiments on sessile as well as motile kera-
tinocytes. Here, FAs of sessile cells with their fully
matured adhesion structures are characterized by vincu-
lin recovery halftimes as well as mean saturation values
similar to those of stationary human foreskin fibroblasts
[Cohen et al., 2006]. In contrast, nascent FAs of the iden-
tical cell type show much faster vinculin recoveries with
higher fractions of exchanging protein. With time and
further FA maturation, the same FAs are regulated by
their protein exchange dynamics in direction of sessile
cells.

Based on our repetitive bleaching experiments on
sessile cells, we could additionally show that exchanging
and stably incorporated vinculin fractions do not interact
on the time scale of our measurements. This conversion
would lead to nonoverlapping bleach curves which are
not found in our experiments. We estimate that the per-
sistence time of stably incorporated vinculin would

exceed 30 min since lower persistence times would have
resulted in measurable effects.

One can only speculate if GFP as bulky label might
affect the exchange dynamics of vinculin. In our experi-
ments, these effects should be negligible because cell ad-
hesion and FA dynamics are unaffected. Only cytoplas-
mic diffusion and therefore on/off rates of larger fusion
constructs might be affected. However, since our data
reveal diffusion to take place at much shorter time scales
than vinculin exchange kinetics, this effect should be
negligible as well.

Exchange kinetics can be additionally affected by
the effective cytoplasmic protein concentration (cc). In
our case this concentration is on average increased by a
factor of 3 to 5 in cells expressing GFP-vinculin versions
(see Supporting Information, Fig. S4). However, we
have always chosen cells expressing very low levels of
GFP-vinculin for our FRAP analyses arguing that cc was
even less affected. Furthermore, control FRAP analyses
on sessile cells expressing very high levels of GFP-vin-
culin resulted in comparable recovery halftimes and
mean saturation values (data not shown). These data
additionally imply that vinculin exchange kinetics is
mainly regulated at the level of the unbinding rate koff.

Our cell force measurements on moving keratino-
cytes reveal enhanced force generation at the rear cor-
ners while nascent lamellipodial adhesions apply much
weaker forces per FA. These findings are consistent with
earlier experiments carried out on migrating fish kerato-
cytes [Oliver et al., 1999]. These cells also revealed
strong inwards directed forces at both rear sites indicat-
ing ‘‘pincer-like tractions’’ while the lamellipodial trac-
tions were very low. As confirmed by numerical simula-
tions, the method we used for calculating force measure-
ments resolves traction forces within a distance of �2
lm [Schwarz et al., 2002]. With such a high spatial reso-
lution it was possible to differentiate between forces of
nascent and mature FAs, which were usually more than
10 lm away from each other (Fig. 3A). Interestingly,
force measurements on goldfish fibroblasts revealed con-
trary results with small nascent adhesions that applied
strong traction forces [Beningo et al., 2001]. At this point
the reason for this difference remains open. A lower
phosphorylation level in nascent FAs of fish fibroblasts
or a very fast dephosphorylation and therefore early mat-
uration and stabilization of these FAs appears possible.
Since fibroblasts describe a less dynamic cell type com-
pared to fast regulatory processes of keratinocytes, the
level of phosphorylation might also less important in
those cells.

In summary, our data show the down-regulation of
vinculin exchange dynamics during FA maturation. This
maturation process goes along with a decrease of vincu-
lin phosphorylation level and increasing adhesion
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strength. Moreover, inhibition of vinculin phosphoryla-
tion by a single point mutation at Y1065 diminishes vin-
culin exchange dynamics in nascent FAs. The data,
therefore, support on the molecular level former models
proposing a regulation of adhesion strength by modify-
ing vinculin exchange dynamics and phosphorylation
levels [Zamir et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2004; Ziegler
et al., 2006; Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007b].
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